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Water Balance
(In=Out +- Storage)

• Simple Accounting
• Modeling Is a Fancy Way of Accounting

• Terms in the equation can be rearranged

• Usually, all error is assembled in the 
Evaporation or Ground-Water Term



Estimates of potential error
Dingman, 1993 after Winter, 1981
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Hay, 1997



Variable Definitions for Hay



Basin Analysis





Similar Estimate by English on 
Bozeman Field Trip



Difference between two 
independent basin estimates

• Precipitation (7%=31,000 ac ft)
• Main Gallatin (5%=29,000 ac ft)
• Tributaries (20% = 36,000 ac ft)
• Evapotranspiration (17% = 190,000 ac ft)



Consumptive use attempts to 
circumvent the problem of error

• An understandable and logical goal



Misses an important point

• Is it correct to conclude that consumptive 
use is the best approach?
– The style of irrigation in a subdivision 

(sprinkler) may apply a different amount of 
water than flood irrigation in the previous 
agricultural setting.

– These two approaches have different excess 
recharge.

• Excess recharge = Water applied – Consumptive 
use



Irrigation Efficiency

• Water the plant used/water applied
– Depends on the crop irrigated
– Depends upon type of irrigation
– Depends on irrigation practice
– Depends on the soil irrigated

• Loam
• Gravel



Flood Irrigation

• 15-30% efficient



Sprinkler (Wheel Line)

• 65% efficient
• 12 h sets
• 4” in 12 hours
• 10-11 days between 

sets (depends on 
operator) can be as 
low as 48 hours 
between sets.



Sprinkler (Center Pivot)
• 85-90 % efficient
• 1.25 inches of water 

every fourth day
• Designed for crop 

need
• Little to ground water
• Little to Evaporation 

since head is low to 
ground (less wind 
drift)



House Irrigation (Sprinkler; Drip)
Some compute consumptive use is 

same as agricultural irrigation.  
Is this true of recharge?  



Ditch Loss

Not all ditches are created equal in terms of 
loss to the ground-water system.



Flint Creek (Kauffman, 1999)

• Advantage (no significant ground-water 
influx into the basin)

• There are control points where flux can be 
measured

• Return flow can be assessed
• Kauffman (1999) developed a basin model 

to explore return flow and pumping. 
• Model based on data from Warren and 

Voeller (DNRC)



Net Recharge = 
Water applied - Consumption

Kauffman, 1999

Irrigation style does matter



(Belgrade, Montana)

Estimate of ground-water recharge from 
different irrigation types for Flint Creek Basin



Flint Creek Pumping Effects During 
Irrigation Season

200 gpm for 81 days (72 ac ft) 
Kauffman, 1999

9%  (8 ac ft)89% (64 ac ft)0.75

18% (14 ac ft)81% (58 ac ft)0.5

44% (32 ac ft)54% (40 ac ft)0.25

% from return 
flow to Flint Ck

% from StorageDistance From 
River (mi)



Gains and Losses to Flint Creek 
During 1995 Irrigation Season

• Withdrawal from surface water for 
irrigation and used by evapotranspiration
– 5000-8000 ac ft

• Stream gain from ground water return flow
– 3079 ac ft

• 200 gpm withdrawal from alluvial well
– 72 ac ft 
– (2% of ground-water return flow to creek)



Width of Alluvial Fill Has an Impact 
On Flint Creek

• Pumping well has larger effect on the river 
in a narrow alluvial fill zone than a wide 
alluvial fill zone 
– Holding pumping rate constant
– Holding distance constant



Timing is important in the Flint 
Creek system Kauffman 1999 p. 127

• Changing proximity of well to stream changes 
timing of return flow capture

• 0.75 and 0.5 mi from stream, well captures the 
peak amount of stream flow in the fall 

• 0.25 mi from stream, well captures most stream 
flow during irrigation season

• Flint Creek flow is lowest in August
• A well drilled 0.25 mi from stream would have 

the greatest impact during the period of lowest 
flow



A question of scale and location.

• Is it true that there is enough ground water at a basin 
scale?  Yes

• Is it also true that near the river withdrawals can impact 
the river?  Yes

• Is that impact significant?  
– Depends on pumping rate, aquifer properties, and number of 

wells
• Does irrigation style matter? (Yes)
• Does change in storage matter? 

– Some argue yes (less flow to river due to lower gradients).
– Some argue no (Irrigation replenishes the system)
– What happens if irrigation disappears?  (presume recharge 

disappears)



Irrigation response in 
Gallatin Valley



Irrigation No River Signal



River and Delayed Irrigation



River and Delayed Irrigation



River Dominated





Estimate of ground-water recharge 
from different irrigation types Flint 
Creek using Gallatin Valley Data

Kauffman (1999) assumed 24 inches of water 
applied for a center pivot with Q=1000 gpm; 12 
weeks, 5 days/week, 24 h/d, 130 acres; 20% loss 
to evaporation before ET begins.

Flood irrigation  estimated based on an 
application of 12,500 ac-ft or approximately 54 
inches, evaporative and leakage losses in 
ditches of 40%.  


